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Abstract
In the present work it is shown that some specific double Higgs like mechanisms may have
interesting cosmological applications. A hidden scenario which cast long lived super heavy particles
together with an extremely light particle a with mass ma ∼ 10−32 − 10−33eV is presented. The
potential energy of this particle models the vacuum energy density of the universe ρc ' 10−47 GeV4.
The construction of such scenario is non trivial since the presence of light particles may spoil the
stability of the heavy particles. However, double Higgs mechanisms may be helpful for overcoming
this problem. The hidden sector we propose include fermions with masses near the neutrino mass
mν ∼ 10−2eV which arise in terms of a see saw mechanism. Besides, the super heavy particles
acquire a mass due to a double Higgs like mechanism of the order of the GUT scale. The gauge
group of the model is SU(2)L and the scalars of the double Higgs mechanism are not charged under
these interactions. The light particle a is the Goldstone boson associated to a Peccei-Quinn like
symmetry in the double Higgs model. In addition, the double Higgs mechanism posses another CP
odd scalar A0, which acquire a mass of the order of the GUT scale. We show that if there is no
direct coupling between A0 and a, even in presence of indirect couplings, the A0 particle is long
lived an may appear in events above the GKZ bound in present times.
1. Introduction
In the last years several experimental results have been obtained whose interpretation inarguably
demands new physics. One of these observed features is the cosmic acceleration. Since gravity is an
attractive force, the velocity of the distant galaxies may be expected to slow down. Contrary to this,
the astronomical observations support the fact that this velocity is indeed increasing. Another crucial
phenomenon is the discrepancy between the luminous matter of several objects in the universe and
their gravitational effects [1,2]. In fact, there is experimental evidence supporting a flat universe, which
implies that the energy density of it should be of the order of the critical one, ρc ' 10−47 GeV4 [3].
This scenario does not agree with the contributions corresponding to non relativistic mass density
dynamically measured, which are approximately (0.1 − 0.3)ρc. Several scenarios have been proposed
to explain these results. Some of them postulate the existence of dark matter; i.e an unknown matter
sector whose contribution to the energy density compensates the difference between the critical and the
observed densities. This hidden sector of particles interacts with the known particles weakly enough
not to be detected by current accelerator technology [4–14]. Furthermore, the acceleration of the
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universe’s expansion suggests the presence of a cosmological constant. If this were to be interpreted
as vacuum energy density, then its value would be a considerable fraction of the critical density ρc.
The presence of a non zero cosmological constant is an important observation by itself. However,
one fact that is striking is that the critical density is not natural from the point of view of the
Standard Model. For example, the contribution of the quark condensate 〈qq〉 to the vacuum energy is
around 43 orders of magnitude larger than the critical density. For the gluon condensate 〈GµνGµν〉,
the discrepancy is even bigger, 44 orders of magnitude. This implies there should be a mechanism
for tuning down these contributions to zero. One possibility is the existence of supersymmetry which
forces the vacuum energy to be identically zero. However, the presence of a small cosmological constant
may signal that supersymmetry is broken; the spontaneously broken supersymmetric theories give
contributions of at least 55 orders of magnitude larger than the critical density. For this reason, other
scenarios are required to explain this problem. One of the approaches is to postulate that the vacuum
energy does not gravitate by some unknown reason and that the effect of a cosmological constant is
imitated by the so-called dark energy. The latter is an exotic fluid with negative pressure which drives
the cosmic acceleration. Examples of this are the quintessence scenarios [15]. In these models the
vacuum energy is associated with a slowly rolling scalar field ϕ under the influence of a nearly flat
potential V (ϕ). The nearly flat condition ensures that ϕ is not at the minimum of its potential V (ϕ)
at present times. As a consequence, the vacuum energy is a temporary effect which disappears for
large times.
The quintessence scenarios are able to describe the current energy density, but the assumption that
the vacuum energy does not participate in the gravitational interaction is still to be studied further.
If this assumption is relaxed, then other type of scenarios should be introduced, such as the so-called
cancellation (or adjustment) mechanisms [16–21]. These models assume the presence of an initial
gravitating energy density, together with an unknown component which contributes to this density
with opposite sign, in such a way that for large times the total energy density becomes very small.
The cancellation mechanisms based on scalar fields suffer some potential problems, as noticed already
in [22, 23]. Nevertheless, there are some scalar models that may avoid these complications although
they usually take place in modified theories of gravity [17,18]. The cancellation mechanisms for higher
spin fields do not have these problems, since by construction they predict a very small vacuum energy.
The possibility of them modeling the critical energy density without screening the Newton gravity
constant is not excluded [19–21].
The present work assumes the existence of a suitable adjustment mechanism, capable of lowering
down the energy densities contributions mentioned above. Bearing this assumption in mind, the
present energy density will be modelled in terms of a very light axion a, with a mass of ma ∼
10−32 − 10−33 eV. This axion arises due to a symmetry breaking mechanism in a hidden sector
corresponding to an SU(2)L gauge interaction whose unification with QCD is produced at a very large
energy scale of the order of the GUT or even of the Planck energy. This theory is confining at a
very low scale, of the order of the light neutrino mass mν ∼ 10−2 − 10−3 eV. The model posses
an approximate Peccei-Quinn like particle, which is violated by the small masses of some hidden
fermions. As a consequence the axion acquires the mass ma ∼ 10−32 − 10−33 eV. The large scale
of the spontaneously symmetry breaking implies that a hidden sector contains superheavy particles.
These particles could be formed in an early stage of the universe and their large mass values may
suggest that their mean lifetime is too short to be present in the actual universe. However, it will
be argued below that this conclusion is not necessarily true. We will show that an scenario with a
supermassive sector can be cast in the model, with mass of at least 1015 GeV, in such a way that there
appears an stable CP scalar A0, with mean lifetime equal or greater than the age of the universe,
τ ∼ 1011 yrs. As a result, this sector can arrange events above the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GKZ)
limit [24], which is a very interesting fact to be taken into account.
The stability issue described above is non trivial. In fact, the task of accommodating such stable
particle in presence of a very light Goldstone particle is a difficult one, since a direct or indirect
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coupling between the heavy particle can induce a fast decay channel which spoils its stability. Thus,
the problem is a delicate one. In the present work these difficulties are described in certain detail,
however it is argued below that in some restricted cases stability can be warranted.
Outline: The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 general properties of QCD axion
models are discussed which are required for the construction of our model. In section 3 the Lagrangian
for the hidden sector is presented. In section 4 we describe in detail the couplings of the particle A0
with the other particles of the model. Section 5 contains an estimation of the mean lifetime of one of
the massive CP odd scalar particle composing this sector, and it is shown that this particle is stable.
Section 6 contains a discussion of the results.
2. A brief review of axion mechanisms in QCD
The present section gives a description of some axion models of QCD with a two-folded motivation.
On the one hand, the axion scenarios will be useful to construct our model. On the other, they can
be considered as an example of a cancellation mechanism in which an extremely small parameter
θeff is interpreted in terms of a dynamical component, the axion. This cancels the effect of the bare
parameter θ, resulting in an extremely small effective value θeff .
As is well known in ordinary QCD, the θ term associated with the instantons solutions and related
quantum effects of the theory [25,26]
Lθ = θ
32pi2
GaµνG˜
a µν , (2.1)
violate CP invariance when the fermions of the theory are massive. In the latter expression, Gaµν is the
gluon strength field and G˜a µν its dual expression. For massless QCD instead, the chiral transformation
ψ → eiγ5αψ (2.2)
on the fermions wave functions ψ of the theory, is a classical symmetry of the Lagrangian. On the
contrary, at a quantum level there is an anomaly in the chiral current Jµ5 given by
∂µJ
µ5 =
g2
16pi2
GaµνG˜
a µν . (2.3)
For this reason, if the fermions were massless, the chiral transformation would modify the θ parameter
in the following way:
θ → θ − 2α .
This means that for massless QCD all the theories with different θ would be equivalent. Thus, it is the
mass term of the fermions which spoils the chiral symmetry and simultaneously the CP invariance.
The value of θ is not fixed by the theory itself and should be determined by the experiments. The
experimental known bound is θ < 10−9. This value does not satisfy the majority of the scientific
community, which regards the introduction of such small parameter in the theory as unnatural. For
this reason in [27] an alternative to explain this lack of naturalness problem was introduced. They
consider the θ parameter as a dynamical field, the axion, which runs to the value zero regardless of
its initial value. The effective Lagrangian describing the axion a and its interaction with the gluons is
Leff = LQCD + Lk(a) +
(
θ +
a
fa
)
αs
8pi
GaµνG˜
aµν ,
where fa stands for the axion constant; Lk(a) its kinetic term and αs a constant. Grouping the θ term
with the coupling of the axion to the boson gauge fields of QCD, it is possible to redefine an effective
θ term
θ = θ +
a
fa
.
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Figure 1: Diagram of the axion effective coupling to the gluons of QCD through the new heavy quark Q. As in the
Standard Model, the gluons interact as usual with the ordinary quarks.
After shifting the field as follows a → a − faθ, the θ parameter can be discarded. This implies the
theory will be CP invariant if we can find some mechanism which forces the axion to take the value
a = 0. This is in fact precisely what happens, since the axion is under the influence of an effective
quantum potential V (a), due to the effect of the quarks and gluons inside the Feynman path integral
whose minimum is a = 0. This potential is given by
exp
[
−
∫
d4xV (a)
]
=
∫
DAµ
∏
i
DqiDqi exp
[
−
∫
d4x
(
LQCD + αs
8pifa
a GaµνG˜
aµν
)]
,
and its explicit expression has been presented in [28] as follows
V (a) ∼ f2pim2pi
[
1− cos
(
a
fa
)]
; (2.4)
where fpi and mpi are the pion’s coupling constant and mass respectively. Expression (2.4) implies
that the minima is at a = 0, solving the CP problem. At the same time, the lack of flatness of the
potential causes the axion to develop a mass of order
ma ∼ fpimpi
fa
. (2.5)
Although results given above take into account the color interaction, they should be supplemented
with the CP violating terms of the weak interaction. This produces a very tiny but non zero value
θeff .
There are several axion scenarios discussed in the literature [29–38]. In some of them, the axion
does not interact directly with the ordinary quarks, but through the gluons and the coupling aGG˜ is
interpreted as an effective interaction. In the diagram presented in figure 1, the triangle is composed
by a hidden heavy quark Q, giving rise to an effective interaction of the form f−1a aGG˜. In this case,
the axion parameter fa is a function of the mass mQ of this new quark.
In the upcoming analysis, we will consider as presented in [37, 38], the addition of the following
terms corresponding to the wave function ψ of a supermassive quark Q coupled to a scalar field ϕ, to
the Lagrangian of the theory of QCD
Ladd = iψ /Dψ − (δψRϕψL + δ∗ψLϕ∗ψR) + (∂µϕ∗)(∂µϕ) +m2ϕ∗ϕ− λ(ϕ∗ϕ)2 . (2.6)
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The first term iψ /Dψ includes the kinetic energy of the new quark and its coupling with the gluons;
the parameters λ, m and δ are to be determined. Since the new scalar field shows a non-vanishing
vacuum expectation value |< ϕ >|= m/√2λ ≡ ϕ0, it acquires a mass
√
2m. Furthermore, the last-
mentioned v.e.v. rises a mass for the heavy quark given by mψ = δϕ0. In addition, there is a massless
pseudoscalar a defined by
ϕ = (ϕ0 + ρ) exp
(
i
a
ϕ0
√
2
)
. (2.7)
The ρ field describes the radial excitations and a the angular ones. The pseudoscalar a is identified
with the axion and it is the Goldstone boson associated to the breaking of the U(1)PQ symmetry
transformation of the Lagrangian (2.6):
ψ → eiγ5αψ , ϕ→ e−2iαϕ , (2.8)
This axion field does not interact at the tree level with the light quarks and gluons, but acquires an
effective interaction with the last field due to the diagram shown in figure 1. The resulting interaction,
then, is determined by the quark loop and thus, the effective Lagrangian has the form
αs
8pi
√
2ϕ0
aGaµνG˜
aµν .
From here it follows that the axion coupling constant is related to the vacuum expectation value
according to fa =
√
2ϕ0. This result implies that the mass of the quark ψ is proportional to fa; so
the heavier the quark is, the lighter the axion will be.
Whether an axion mechanism which solves the CP problem in QCD exists or not is an open
question, but the particular scenario presented above will be helpful for constructing our model.
3. The vacuum energy density as an axion like particle
In order to describe the present energy density of the universe, it is of interest to find mechanisms
giving rise to extremely light particles whose characteristic time tm is of the order of the universe’s
age. As is well known in classical cosmology, the Hubble parameter is related to the critical density
ρc and to the Newton constant GN by means of the Friedmann classical equation
H2 =
8pi
3
GNρc . (3.9)
Furthermore, the Hubble constant today can be parametrized as
H0 ' M
2
MPl
(3.10)
with M ∼ 10−2−10−3 eV, which is a value not far from the mass of a light neutrino mν . This equation
is expressed in natural units ~ = c = 1; making explicit the factor c/~2 on the right hand side, the
equation manifests its quantum behavior1. The left hand side of (3.10) is the result of experimental
cosmological observations, while the right one involves the lightest and the heaviest scale known in
physics. A dynamical interpretation of this numerical relation may be given by modeling the energy
density of the universe with an extremely light particle a with mass ma ' H0, which is assumed to
represent a large fraction of the dark energy. The numerical value of (3.10) in natural units is
ma ∼ 10−32 − 10−34 eV . (3.11)
1In fact, interesting relations between H0 and the pion mass mpi have been pointed out in [39] and worked out further
in [40].
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The characteristic time scale, ta = 1/ma ∼ 109 − 1010 yrs for such particle is close to the estimated
age of the universe. Thus, if such particle exists, together with a suitable component which cancels
the QFT vacuum contribution, it will be the predominant component of the energy of the universe.
A dynamical interpretation of these relations can be found in terms of a hidden sector of the type
described in section 2. Scenarios like those, implies the existence of a pseudoscalar a, the axion, under
the influence of an effective potential of the form
V (a) ∼M4
[
1− cos
(
a
fa
)]
, (3.12)
which is analogous to (2.4). In the following, the notation a for this hidden axion will be employed,
although this pseudo scalar should not be identified with the QCD invisible axion. The quantity M4
has energy density units and can hence be considered as M ∼ (ρc)1/4. The axion mass ma is related
to the scale M appearing in (3.12) through the relation
m2a ∼
M4
f2a
∼ 10−64 eV2 . (3.13)
In the last step (3.11) was taken into account. The combination of M ∼ (ρc)1/4 and (3.13) gives a
value for fa of the order of the Planck mass, that is, fa ∼ 1019 GeV. In fact, (ρc)1/4 is not far from a
light neutrino mass mν . This values has already been considered in the context of the solar neutrino
problem [41,42] and it is also taken into account in [43]. In any case, a field with such characteristics
is frozen by the Hubble constant along almost all the cosmic history and at the present times will be
rolling to the minimum of its potential [44]. The initial value of the field, of course, determines the
dynamics today. Although this may imply a fine tuning for the initial conditions, the fact that the
potential is periodic softens the problem, since there is an appreciable fraction of the range (0, 2pia)
of a which gives a viable dynamic at the present era.
The next goal is to construct a scenario with these characteristics. As a preliminary step, consider a
hidden sector with two types hidden fermions, which interacts under a hidden SU(2) gauge interaction.
The first type of fermion has two components
fi =
(
fi1
fi2
)
.
Here i = 1, .., n is the number of such particles. The gauge symmetry acts as
fi → exp(iσaαa(x))fi.
The hidden symmetry invariance imply the presence of three mediating bosons Gi with i = 1, 2, 3.
The mass mfi will be assumed to be tiny, of the order of the neutrino mass mν . The second fermion
is
F =
(
F1
F2
)
,
and its mass mF will be assumed to be of the order of the MGUT or even MPl. These particles
constitute a hidden sector, and are not identified with states of the Standard Model. The mechanism
to be described above bears an analogy with the KSVZ axion [37, 38]. The fermion F plays the
role of the heavy quark Q in the KSVZ scenario and the light fermions fi the role of the ordinary
quarks of that model. The fermions masses are obtained through a spontaneously symmetry breaking
mechanism with two different Higgs like particles Φ1 or Φ2. For instance, the part of the lagrangian
corresponding to F and Φ2 is
Ladd = iF /DF − (δFRΦ2FL + δ∗FLΦ∗2FR) + (∂µΦ∗2)(∂µΦ2) +m2Φ∗2Φ2 − λ(Φ∗2Φ2)2 . (3.14)
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The analogous lagrangian follows for f and Φ1. There are two pseudo scalars a and b are defined
through
Φ1 = (v1 + h1)e
i b
fb and Φ2 = (v2 + h2)e
i a
fa .
Our assumption that Φ2 does not give mass to any gauge mediating boson implies that a can not be
gauged away, so it become physically relevant. The field b is irrelevant for the following discussion. It
may be gauged away by giving mass to other interactions or not, but this will not be essential. The
gauge lagrangian is
Lg =
1
4pi
Gµν ·Gµν + θh
4pi
Gµν · G˜µν .
The mass terms for the fermions are all of Dirac type and θh is due to the effect of the instantons of
the non-Abelian theory.
The SU(2) interaction at this point is generic, and is not to be confused with any interaction
of the Standard Model. But it will be further specified by the request to give rise to a light axion
such as (3.13). Examples of interaction of this type can be found in the literature about schizons
[41, 42]. Following those references consider that the SU(2) gauge interaction corresponds to nf
fermion flavors, and unifies with ordinary QCD at a very large scale M˜ of the order of MGUT or MPl.
Then, renormalization group arguments show that this interaction confines at a scale Λh given by
Λh ∼ M˜
(
ΛQCD
M˜
)( 33−2nf
22−n′
f
)
. (3.15)
When n′f = 4 and using that nf = 6 then, taking into account that ΛQCD ∼ 0.1 GeV, it follows that
when M˜ is of the order of MGUT or even of the Planck scale, then the confining scale is comparable to
Λh ∼ 0.01 eV. Clearly this scale resembles the mass of a light neutrino mν . The θh term is cancelled
by the Goldstone pseudo scalar a as in ordinary QCD axion models. Moreover, in these models, the
mass of the axion is usually given by
m2a ∼
mf 〈ff〉
f2a
,
where it is a reasonable to assume that the mean values 〈ff〉 are close Λ3h. Note that both this scale
and mf are of the order of a light neutrino. The axion thus gets a small mass, of the order of
ma ∼ m
2
ν
fa
∼ 10−32 − 10−33 eV . (3.16)
Henceforth, the condition (3.13) is reproduced by this scenario. This means that the Compton wave-
length associated to this mass is comparable to the radius of the observable universe and that this
axion a describes a considerable fraction of the energy density of the present universe.
There exist recent models of this type, examples are [44] and [56]- [57].
4. The super-heavy sector of the proposed model
4.1 The lagrangian and the role of the double Higgs mechanism
The next step is to modify the model discussed above in order to include stable superheavy particles.
This is a non trivial task, since the presence of light particles, with masses of the order or much below
the neutrino mass may spoil the desired stability. However, double Higgs mechanisms may be helpful
for circumventing the problem, as it will be explained below. Such stable heavy particles may act as
ultra massive dark matter at present times. Our goal is to present the lagrangian which incorporates
these characteristics first and to explain how it works afterwards.
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First of all, it is assumed the existence of an SU(2)L gauge interaction.The corresponding mediating
bosons will be denoted as Giµ with i = 1, 2, 3, and will acquire a mass due to a spontaneous symmetry
breaking mechanism. The particles of the ordinary Standard Model are assumed to be charged under
the SU(2)L interaction as well. This is requested in order to describe high energy decays of a hidden
super heavy particle into ordinary ones, otherwise the hidden sector will be sterile. With these ideas
in mind, the lagrangian we propose is
L = Lschizon + i
2∑
i=j
F jL /DFjL + i
2∑
j=1
F jR /∂FjR + |∇µΦ1|2 + |∇µΦ2|2 + 1
4pi
Gµν ·Gµν (4.17)
+
θc
4pi
Gµν · G˜µν + V (Φ1,Φ2) + Lsm(Xi, Gµ),
where Xi are some particles of the ordinary Standard Model. The lagrangian Lschizon will contain an
axion which will model a considerable fraction of the vacuum energy, and will be described in detail
in the following sections. The following discussion is focused on the remaining part of the lagrangian.
The covariant derivative ∇µ includes the Giµ fields. The mass terms for the F1 and F2 are obtained
in terms of a double Higgs mechanism. The potential V (Φ1,Φ2) generating their masses corresponds
to a doublet potential, described in detail in [48,49]. Its expression is given by
V (Φ1,Φ2) = Y1Φ
†
1Φ1 + Y2Φ
†
2Φ2 + [Y3Φ
†
1Φ2 + h.c]
+ Z1(Φ
†
1Φ1)
2 + Z2(Φ
†
2Φ2)
2 + Z3(Φ
†
1Φ1)(Φ
†
2Φ2) + Z4(Φ
†
1Φ2)(Φ
†
2Φ1) (4.18)
+
[
Z5(Φ
†
1Φ1)
2 +
(
Z6(Φ
†
1Φ1) + Z7(Φ
†
2Φ2)
)
Φ†1Φ2 + h.c
]
,
with Zi and Yi the complex parameters of the potential. One of the reasons for the choice of a double
Higgs mechanism is the presence of a massive CP odd scalar particle A0 which is always present in
these models [49]. The stability issues to be discussed further on are more tractable for CP odd
particles [38], so this election is for simplicity. The particle A0 is given by [49]
A0 =
√
2(− sinβImΦ1 + cosβImΦ2), tanβ = v2/v1, (4.19)
with vi =< Φi >. Its mass is of the order of the scale of symmetry breaking mA0 ∼ Zfa, with Z a
combination of the parameters of the model. If this breaking takes place at a large energy scale, this
particle becomes very heavy. This is a candidate for a super heavy stable particle, which is one of the
features this work is aimed for.
For all these models, there is a parameter ξ, constructed in terms of the parameters Zi and Yi, such
that the model is CP violating unless ξ = 0. The last situation is assumed in the following description.
With the elements introduced above, the mass term Lm(Fi,Φ1,Φ2) written in (4.17) can be de-
scribed as follows. The fermions F1 and F2 are extended to a doublet Q. There exist several possible
mass terms in the double Higgs model, an example is the following
Lm = −γ∗QΦc1F1 − γQΦ1F2 − λ∗QΦc2F1 − λQΦ2F2 + h.c, (4.20)
with Φci = iσ2Φ
∗. It should be emphasized however, that the doublet Q is not suggesting the presence
of an additional hidden flavor interaction. Another possibility is giving mass terms of the form
L1m = −γ∗QΦc1F (1)1 − γQΦ1F (2)1 − λ∗QΦc2F (1)1 − λQΦ2F (2)1 + h.c, (4.21)
and the analogous for the fermion F2. The super index (i) is indicating the i-th ”color” component
of the fermion F1 or F2. Clearly, with the mass term (4.20) all these components have the same mass
and the gauge interaction imitates partially a color. For (4.21) the mass of the components F1i with
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i = 1, 2 are different and the interaction looks more like a flavor. For the stability matter discussed
below, both terms are allowed.
It is important to mention that in these scenarios there exist a Goldstone boson G0, which is
related to certain U(1) global symmetry which involves the fermions Fi and Φi [49]. This symmetry is
a generalization of the Peccei-Quinn one for the double Higgs mechanism. However, this mechanism is
also giving mass to the mediating bosons Gµ and therefore, the boson G
0 can be gauged away. This can
be seen by standard arguments. The double Higgs model has also some scalar states, but the choice
ξ = 0 forbids any coupling between these scalars and the particle A0. This symmetry forbids indirect
couplings between these states as well [49]. Extensive formulas about the double Higgs mechanism in
the Standard Model can be found in [51], and we refer the reader there for further information.
4.2 The stability matters for the A0 particle
The next aspect to be discussed is the stability of the odd particle A0. This is clarified by studying its
coupling with the other particles of the model. These couplings are described in the references [49]-
[52]. In particular, the formula (4.21) of the reference [49] shows that a typical coupling between A0
and the fermions of the theory is given by
LA0FiF i ∼ cA0F iγ5Fi,
with c = λ or c = γ, the coupling constants defined in (4.20). The requirements for stability is then
that the mass mA0 is the smaller than the 2mF and smaller than 2mGi . However, it will be assumed
that this particle has a large mass value, which implies the same property for the Gi and the Fi
particles.
The inequality mA0 < 2mFi just mentioned is required to kinematically forbids the decay
A0 → F i + Fi.
If these decays were allowed, then A0 would be short lived. The condition mA0 < 2mGi forbids the
decay of A0 into two Gi bosons through the ABJ anomaly diagram, analogous to the one presented
in Figure 1, in which the internal triangle is composed by any of the Fi fermions. This diagram also
gives a short mean lifetime, but the condition mA0 < 2mGi avoid this problem.
The other states of the double Higgs model are scalars [49]. Clearly, a direct or indirect coupling
between A0 and these scalar states is forbidden by the CP invariance.
With the couplings described in the previous section, it follows after drawing the allowed Feymann
diagrams for the decay of A0, that the lowest order diagram is of the type of the Figure 3. The internal
boson lines can be related to the U(1) or the SU(2) interaction. The products of the decay kinematically
allowed are the light hidden fermions with masses mν or fermions of the ordinary Standard Model,
with masses of the order of mq ∼MeV. Let us assume first that the products of the decay are the light
hidden fermions, with masses mν . At first sight, the diagram of Figure 3 may give a short lifetime
for A0 since smaller the mass of the decaying product is, the more probable the decay becomes.
Fortunately, this apparently intuitive argument does not hold here. This extremely important issue
can be clarified by considering some known cases in the literature.
4.3 Comparison with an axion mechanism due to Kim
In order to understand the behavior of the diagram in Figure 3 with respect to the mass parameters of
the model, consider first the situation in which the masses corresponding to the fermion triangle are
very large values mF → ∞. Then it is reasonable to expect that, in this limit, the decay probability
will decrease to zero and therefore the mean lifetime τ will becomes infinite. In other words, it is
expected that
lim
mF→∞
τ →∞ . (4.22)
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On the other hand, it is also feasible that when mA0 increases to m
′
A0 > mA0 , the decay will becomes
more probable and the mean lifetime will decreases, that is
mA0 < m
′
A0 ⇒ τ(mA0) > τ(m′A0) . (4.23)
Instead, the behavior of the amplitude with respect to the mass mν of the products of the decay is
more involved. A decrease of this mass is equivalent to an increase of the masses mF and mA0 with
their ratio R = mF /mA0 > 1 fixed. The increase of the mass of the Higgs results in a shorter lifetime.
However (4.22) implies that the increment on the loop triangle mass enlarges the lifetime of the boson.
As a consequence, there is a competence between those effects in the fixed ratio limit, and it is not
clear which of the two effects prevails, if any.
Fortunately , the work of Kim [38] considers the diagram in Figure 2, which bears an strong analogy
to the one in Figure 3. For Kim, the decaying particle is a QCD axion a, the triangle is composed
by a heavy quark Q and the gauge mediators are ordinary QCD gluons. Kim’s diagram induces an
effective coupling between the decaying axion and the ordinary quarks whose schematic behavior is
geff ' g4QCD
mq
mQ
ln
(
mQ
mq
)
. (4.24)
Here mQ is the mass of the heavy quark and mq is the mass of any ordinary quark resulting from the
decay. The decay rate is then
Γa = α
4
QCD
(
mq
mQ
)2
ma ln
2
(
mQ
mq
)
. (4.25)
In this expression, it is found that geff → 0 when mQ →∞ which is what intuition suggests. However
it is also be seen that geff → 0 when the masses mq → 0, which is opposite to what a first intuition
suggest. These conditions imply that the mean lifetime of the axion becomes infinite in this limit,
since there is no coupling and thus no decay. In other words, the lighter the ordinary quarks are, the
larger the mean lifetime of the axion becomes. This fact is showing that, for CP odd particles, the
effect due to the increment o the mass of the triangle is the one which prevails.
The Kim result discussed above has applications related to the present work. First of all, it open
the possibility that the main decaying product are fermions of the ordinary Standard Model, with
a
ψ
qψ
G
ψ
G
q
q
Figure 2: Diagram which describes the effective coupling between the KSVZ invisible axion and the QCD quarks q.
The triangle lines corresponds to a hidden massive quark Q, which is a singlet under the electroweak interaction.
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typical masses mf ∼MeV, instead of the hidden fermions with masses mν . The reason is that, as
discussed above, geff → 0 when this mass decreases. Thus, the main diagram for the decay is the one
with the heaviest decay products. This opens the possibility of detecting the decay of the CP odd
scalar A0 through high energy cosmic rays above the GKZ cutoff, which is an attractive possibility.
However, a more careful analysis is needed in order to verify this, which is to be done in the next
subsection.
4.4 Estimation of the mean life time
The formula (4.25) suggest that one may approximate the decay rate for the diagram 3 by the following
expression
ΓA0 = y
2α4h
(
mp
mF
)2
mA0 ln
2
(
mF
mp
)
, (4.26)
with mF the mass of a hidden massive fermion in our model and that mp the mass of the products
of the decay. Depending on the case, the coupling constant αh may refer to the U(1) or the SU(2)
interaction.
It is important to remark that formula (4.26) is a lower bound for the real decay rate. This
follows from the fact that for the Kim diagram the gluons are massless while the hidden Giµ vector
bosons in our case are massive, and no correction due to the masses has been introduced in (4.26).
But it is expected that the mean lifetime will grow for massive Giµ vector bosons, since the decay is
less probable when the internal lines corresponds to massive particles. Thus the mean lifetime to be
calculated below is smaller than the real one. If the result is larger than the age of the universe, so it
will be the real one and the A0 becomes extremely stable.
The mass of the A0 particle will be chosen between 1013 − 1015GeV. This can be achieved by
choosing some of the parameters of the potential Zi or Yi to have values between 10
−3 − 10−5. On
the other hand a reasonable choice for the coupling constant corresponding to the SU(2) interaction
is αh ∼ 10−6.This assumed value has the same order of the electroweak interaction, and the hidden
interaction is expect to be of the order or smaller than the weaker known interaction. With this
choice of the coupling constant, the mass of the gauge bosons is fagh ∼ 1016GeV, thus it is larger
than the mass of the decaying particle A0, which is the requirement for the ABJ diagram not to be
the lowest order one. We can can consider weaker values for αh without spoiling this condition. We
take also y ∼ 1, although the Yukawa coupling in our model are usually much smaller. Thus, we
are underestimating the real mean life time. In addition, it will be assumed that the super massive
particles of the model are of the same order M ∼ 1015 − 1016 GeV, with A0 the lowest mass state.
This values can be achieved by choosing for instance v ∼ 1019 GeV, and the couplings λi, Zi ∼ 10−3
respecting this hierarchy. For this values for the vi the axion constant is fa ∼ 1019 GeV. With these
numbers in mind, the formula (4.26) gives a mean lifetime
τ ∼ 1014 yrs (4.27)
which is of three orders larger than the estimated age of the universe. This makes plausible the ex-
istence of supermassive particles, whose masses are of the order of 1015 GeV and are present at our
era. The products of the decay of such particle may arise as late high-energy cosmic rays above the
GKZ limit.
In any case, although the stability matters of the A0 particle are non trivial, the discussion made
above suggest the existence of scenarios in which this particle is long lived and can be seen in events
above the GKZ bound.
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A0
F
fF
G
F
G
f
f
Figure 3: The main decay channel of the hidden Higgs. The gauge fields Gµ correspond to a very weak interaction
with the ordinary matter. This will be the lowest order decay diagram only if the masses corresponding to the fermion
triangle and the Gi bosons are larger than the mA0 . The triangle is composed by a heavy hidden fermion F and the
products f of the decay are ordinary fermions of the Standard Model, or hidden fermions with masses close to the
light neutrino one mν .
5. The schizon part of the model
After ensuring the presence of a super heavy sector with a particle A0 which is stable, the next task
is to elaborate the schizon like lagrangian Lschizon in (4.17). There are several possibilities to be
considered. However, the choice should be done with care, since the components of this lagrangian
should not spoil the stability just achieved. To give an example of this situation, note that in the
previous section we considered a that the double Higgs mechanism gives mass to the gauge bosons,
and therefore the Goldstone boson G0 is eaten by a gauge transformation and is not physical. This
was done intentionally, otherwise, the axion G0 will be coupled directly or indirectly to the A0 particle
with a coupling of the form A0(G0)3. This induces a decay of the form
A0 → G0 +G0 +G0.
This decay will make A0 short lived. For this reason choose an scenario which give mass to the vector
bosons Giµ, which avoids such coupling and simultaneously insuring the stability of A
0.
In order for an extremely light axion a to emerge a U(1) symmetry breaking mechanism at the
Planck scale is required. Several possibilities for doing this will be considered below. One of them is to
consider an additional fermion Q which acquires mass through an spontaneously symmetry breaking
with an scalar ϕ, which acquires an expectation value ϕ0 ∼ fa ∼ Mpl. This fermion Q is therefore
super massive. The fermion Q should participate in a gauge interaction in such a way that the U(1)
current J5µ is anomalous. If this interaction involves light fermions x, with masses mx of the order
of the MeV scale, which have non zero condensates < xx >, then the axion may obtain the required
mass. The reasoning is analogous to the one giving (3.16).
The next task is to identify the interaction giving rise to such condensates < xx >. The simplest
possibility is to consider the gauge interaction as the SU(2)L described in previous section. The axion
will acquire the desired mass if there are no condensates of the form < F iFi >, otherwise the axion
mass will be
m2a ∼
MGUT
f2a
< F iFi >,
which is unacceptably large for our purposes. Thus, this may happen if < F iFi >= 0 and if there exist
condensates < xx > corresponding to particles of the Standard Model which extremely tiny values, of
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the order of the neutrino mass mν . If the axion were the QCD one and the scale of symmetry breaking
is the Planck scale then its mass would be
ma ∼ fpimpi
fa
∼ 10−9eV,
which is 23 orders of magnitude larger than required. However, this calculation is done in the QCD
context. If instead, the interaction is the hidden one, this formula should be corrected by a factor
ma ∼ fpimpi
fa
√
< XX >h
< XX >QCD
,
due to the change from the QCD to the hidden interaction. The orders of magnitude are corrected
if [39]- [40]
< XX >h
< XX >QCD
∼ 10−23 ∼ mpi
MPl
.
This is the case when the theory is confining at an scale Λh ∼ 10−4eV. A more attractive possibility
is the existence of particles x with masses mx ∼ mν and that the confining scale Λh ∼ mν as well.
These scales work for our purposes by virtue of (3.16). These particles may be ordinary neutrinos ν
or hidden particles. It is important to remark that the addition of such light particles do not spoil the
stability of A0 since, as discussed in previous section, the lighter of the products of the decay are, the
larger of the mean life time of A0 becomes. A lagrangian with these characteristics is
Lschizon = LQssb(Q,ϕ) + i
N∑
i=1
f iL /∇fiL + i
N∑
i=1
f iR /∂fiR − (δif iRΦ3fiL + δ∗i f iLΦ∗3fiR)
−κiΦ4fTRCfR + V (Φ3) + V (Φ4).
The lagrangian LQssb contains a heavy fermion Q which plays the role of the hidden quark in the
KSVZ scenario. The Q fermion acquires a mass with a neutral complex Higgs ϕ. This part of the
lagrangian is assumed to be invariant under a Peccei-Quinn like symmetry
QL → eiαQL, QR → eiαQR, a→ a+ 2faα
where the axion a as usual is related to the phase of ϕ. This symmetry is anomalous and thus the
axion a acquires a mass due to the small masses of the new fermions fi. In fact, a simple inspection
shows that the fi fermions have Dirac and Majorana mass terms. The potentials V (Φi) are have the
standard form
V (Φi) = m
2Φ∗iΦi − λ(Φ∗iΦi)2,
thus the field Φi acquire a non zero expectation value. The mass term for fi is then
Mi =
(
0 mif
mif Mif
)
,
where mif = δ
iv1 and Mf = κ
iv3, with vi the minimum of the potential for Φi. If Mf  mf , which
means that the Majorana terms give the greatest contribution, then the approximate eigenvalues are
(we omit the index i in order to make the notation more readable)
λf1 ∼
m2f
Mf
and λf2 ∼Mf ,
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and the mass eigenstates are
f1 ' 1√
1 +
(
Mf
mf
)2 fR +
Mf
mf√
1 +
(
Mf
mf
)2 fL ,
f2 ' 1√
1 +
(
Mf
mf
)2 fL −
Mf
mf√
1 +
(
Mf
mf
)2 fR .
Correspondingly, if the previous mass limit is satisfied then f1 ∼ fL and f2 ∼ fR. This is an example
of a seesaw mechanism. For instance, by choosing Φi in order to get mf ∼TeV and Mu ∼Mf ∼ 1015
GeV it follows that the small mass eigenvalue is λ1 ∼ mν and λ2 ∼ 1015 GeV. Thus, this choice
cast a very light sector with masses of the order of the mass of a neutrino mν , which is one of our
requirements. The heavy masses are required to be slightly larger than the mass of the A0 particle in
order to do not introduce new decay channels for this particle.
We arrive then to the conclusion that the model constructed above possess fermions with mass
mν , as desired. If these particles posses a condensate < fLfL >∼ m3ν the axion a coming from the
Q sector will obtain the required mass to model a considerable fraction of the energy density of the
universe (3.16).
A comment about the axion a described above is in order. The seesaw mechanism implies that
the light mass eigenstates are predominantly the left ones, but with a small mixture with the right
states. Thus the massive states are also interacting through the SU(2)L gauge interaction. This may
introduce a potentially dangerous correction to the axion mass (3.16) of the form
m2a ∼
λ2Λ
3
h
f2a
,
with λ2 ∼ 1013 GeV the large mass eigenvalue discussed above. This makes the axion mass very large
for our purposes. However, after careful analysis of the mixing, it is obtained that the left part of the
lagrangian written in terms of the mass eigenstates is schematically
Lleft = fL /∇fL ∼ f1 /∇f1 −
λ1
λ2
(f1 /∇f2 + f2 /∇f1) +
(
λ1
λ2
)2
f2 /∇f2,
where f1 is the light mass eigenstate; f2 the massive one and λi the corresponding mass eigenvalues.
Thus, it can be seen that the last term induces an axion mass of the form
m2a ∼
(
λ1
λ2
)2λ2Λ3h
f2a
∼ λ
2
1Λ
3
h
λ2f2a
.
Since λ1 ∼ mν and λ2 ∼ 1015GeV it follows that the last expression several orders smaller than (3.16).
The mixed terms f1 /∇f2 induce a mass of the form
m2a ∼
λ1
λ2
√
λ2λ1Λ
3
h
f2a
∼ λ
3/2
1 Λ
3
h√
λ2f2a
.
which is again of smaller order as (3.16). Thus, the large contributions to the axion mass seem to be
cancelled due to the smallness of the mixing terms. Thus, if heavy fermion condensates are absent,
this model may cast such extremely light axions. The renormalization group for the coupling constant
gh for the SU(2)L theory should be such that the mass mG ∼ ghfa of the bosons Giµ do not become
smaller that the mass of the A0 at the scales required at figure 3.
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Of course, there is no need to consider the SU(2)L gauge interaction as the only possible source of
the axion. One may consider that the axion a acquires an small mass due to an anomaly corresponding
to an interaction very weak, of the gravitational order. However, the choice of SU(2)L as the responsible
for the axion is minimal, and these possibilities are always more attractive.
A further possibility is to consider schizons of the neutrino type as in [41]- [42]. In these models
there are N light fermions with mass terms of the form
Lschizon = 1
2
∂µa∂
µa+ i
N∑
j=1
f jL /∇fjL + i
N∑
j=1
f jR /∂fjR +
(
m0 +  exp i(
a
fa
+
2pij
N
)
)
f jLfjR + h.c (5.28)
The small masses may come from a see saw mechanism of the type described above, and this explains
the presence of the large scale fa ∼Mpl in the model. Strictly speaking the eigenstates of masses are
not fL or fR, but an small mixture. However, since the see saw mechanism involves an extremely
heavy scale, we will neglect the effect of this mixture. In the same fashion as above, we consider
masses m0 ∼  ∼ mν . The lagrangian (5.28) has the approximate symmetry
fj → fj+1, fN → f1, a→ a+ 2pijfa/N,
which is broken by the  term. The 1-loop induced potential for the pseudoscalar a is
V (a) =
N∑
i=1
M4i
16pi2
log
Λ2
M2i
where M2i is given by
M2i = m
2
0 + 
2 + 2m0 cos
(
a
fa
+
2pij
N
)
Thus the axion mass becomes of the order
ma ∼ m0
fa
∼ 10−32eV,
which is of the desired order. Note that the light masses do not spoil the stability of the A0 particle,
neither the heavy ones.
In brief, we have strongly suggested some scenarios which can cast super heavy particles which
are stable, even in presence of extremely light states. The double Higgs mechanism is essential in this
construction, since it posses a pseudo scalar A0 whose stability is more easy to handle that in the
scalar case.
6. Discussions and open perspectives
In the present work the possibility of modeling the vacuum energy density of the present universe in
terms of the potential energy of an axion pseudo scalar a was considered. The hypothetical axion of
the model presented here is not identified with a QCD invisible one; instead, it is a pseudo-Goldstone
boson corresponding to a global symmetry which is spontaneously broken at a scale fa of the order of
the Planck mass MPl. The hidden axion acquires a potential due to the presence of small mass terms
which violates explicitly this symmetry. The sector possess a symmetry SU(2)L gauge interaction
which is confining at an energy scale close to a light neutrino mass mν ∼ 10−2eV. The axion mass
arising from the generated potential is ma ∼ 10−32 eV, thus it becomes the lightest massive particle
in the universe. Its Compton wavelength is of the order of the Hubble radius and therefore this
component represents a considerable fraction of the critical energy density ρc, since its relaxation time
is of the order of the age of the present universe.
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The hidden scenario yielding this axion is composed by supermassive and very light particles, whose
masses arise from a spontaneous symmetry breaking together with a suitable seesaw mechanism, which
induces very large and very tiny mass eigenvalues for the fermion sector. The tiny masses violate a
global symmetry present in the super heavy sector and are needed in order to generate the axion
potential. In addition, this scenario suggest the existence of a stable superheavy particle, a hidden
pseudo scalar A0, with a mass mA0 ∼ 1015 GeV, which may be present at our era. The particles
composing this hidden sector have mass values which matches the ones described in [45], that is,
weakly interacting matter with masses near or above the order of the GUT scale, see also [46]. A
proof on whether such supermassive particles exist or not in the present universe is beyond the scope of
this work. There are discussions in the context of supersymmetric models that suggest that they may
exist [47]. However, our work is focused in characterizing the mechanisms which, if these hypothetical
particles do exist, guarantee their stability. An interesting feature is that such massive particles may
generate events above the GKZ bound at the present universe and this is a possibility to be analyzed
further.
To find a common scenario possessing all these features at once, as showed in the text, is a
non trivial task. The model presented here assumes that the quantum field theory vacuum energy
contributions are not present, perhaps due to a suitable adjustment mechanism such as [16–21]. This
is standard in quintessence like mechanisms.
It may be a valuable task to identify supersymmetric models or superstring compactifications
which encompass scenarios of the type presented here. In fact, double Higgs mechanisms appear in
some supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model [52], and between these models interesting
candidates may emerge. It may also be of interest to cast scenarios of the type presented here in
the context of technicolor models [53]- [53]. There is an interesting discussion about cosmological
applications of such models in [55], but the discussion of that work is related to inflationary problems,
not to the current accelerated expansion of the universe. So, to construct technicolor inspired models
with extremely tiny mass axions and super heavy stable particles may be an interesting task to achieve.
We leave these matters for a future investigation.
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